Socrates at Stellenbosch and Tutorials in Oxford
GAVIN WILLIAMS
Stellenbosch University at the ideological peak of Christian-Nationalism in 1961-1964
may be a surprising place to begin a discussion of the tutorial system. The dominant
mode of instruction was to dictate to students in banked lecture theatres, very often
supplemented by sets of typed notes. The official concept was of a ‘volksuniversiteit’, in
which scientific research and education served Afrikaner society. Political philosophy
was radically different. Most philosophy students at Stellenbosch were preparing for their
further training at the N. G. Kerk Kweekskool (Dutch Reformed Church Education
College), for whom it was an abomination that students preparing for admission to their
theological training be exposed to heterodox ideas. To accommodate the pressures from
the overlapping authorities of the Church and the University, the Department of
Philosophy was divided. Trainee ministers were directed to ‘Metaphysics and the
Philosophy of Religion’, leaving a few of us the opportunity to study political philosophy
with Johan Degenaar.1
Degenaar’s starting point was Socrates’ disavowal of wisdom/ knowledge2 and
the claim to philosophic expertise. Concepts are always proposed as problems: They
bring prevailing opinions and reasoning into question, with subversive implications.
‘Apartheid. Now that’s a big word. What do we actually mean by it?’ Or Freedom/
Vryheid? a term with multiple resonances in that context. Or ‘Afrikaner’?3 These are not
just matters of definition but are of moral and political as well as of epistemological
import. ‘[Socrates] put questions to people, because he really wanted to know how they
would formulate the answers and wanted to give them a chance to listen to themselves.’ 4
The Socratic task was self-examination: ‘The unexamined life is not worth living for a
human being.’5 In C.C.W. Taylor’s words, this ‘expresses a central human value, partly
constitutive of integrity: namely the willingness to rethink one’s own assumptions, and
thereby the reject the standing tendency to complacent dogmatism.’6
Our philosophic education began with three essays directly pertinent to the
politics of the place and time: ‘What is the University?’ ‘What is the State?’ Then, as we
prepared for the second year of our studies, ‘Socrates’. 7 In Oxford University today,
these topics are at the centre of debates about the values which inform academic practice,
the constitutional arrangements appropriate to promoting them, and the expectations of
government as to what universities are for and how we should go about our business and
to what ends.8 In Britain today, we are more than ever called on to confront questions as
to the meanings and practices of civil liberties and democratic accountability.
What are Tutorials For?
How is my own experience relevant to a discussion of the ‘tutorial system’ (other than as
personal or shared intellectual biography)?
Different accounts of the ‘tutorial system’ and of its virtues may be given. The
oldest may be that tutors instruct their 'pupils', who come to learn the arts of posing and
answering questions. Tutors prepare their pupils for their Final Examinations 'papers'.9
Examinations may undermine the purpose of tutorials but, as I shall argue, may also be

essential to them. In its own Revised Learning and Teaching Strategy, the University of
Oxford situates tutorials within a rather different framework:
(i) independent and resource-led learning, particularly through tutorials
and small-group teaching, that is responsive to the needs of each student
and promotes his or her critical faculties and ability to identify and
appraise relevant sources';
(ii) the active involvement of internationally eminent researchers in high
levels of undergraduate and graduate teaching, putting teachers' own
learning to use in enhancing the learning of the students they teach.10
These accounts miss the defining virtue of tutorials: students do the work. More
specifically, tutors set students questions or problems, which students prepare before they
come to their tutorials. These provide the basis for discussions among tutors and students.
Ten years ago, North Commission put the students’ own work clearly and
straightforwardly at the centre of tutorial teaching. They encourage the student:
to take an active rather than passive role in learning and develops skills in selfdirected study and working independently, as well as analytical and critical skills.
to explore a particular aspect of a subject in depth and to give an opportunity to
the undergraduate to put forward his or her ideas and present a critical analysis of
a particular problem or proposition; … 11
Preparing for and participating in tutorials enables and requires students to learn the skills
of enquiry. Oxford students are expected both to read and to think in preparing their
tutorial essays or work, whether in written or mathematical forms. Writing and problem
solving are possibly the best aid to thinking – they require us to synthesize and to analyse
sources and evidence, to interpret texts and to explain phenomena, and to make sense of
them to ourselves and to others
The distinctive feature of tutorial teaching is therefore the method; but there is no
method of tutorial teaching. Even within the same subject, different tutors will conduct
their tutorials in different ways — and tutors may choose to adopt several approaches,
depending on students, the quality of their own and on their skills, interests, and their
experiences. There is no ‘pedagogy’12 of the tutorial – though there may be distinct or
overlapping ‘pedagogies’.13
How you actually teach is far harder to analyse, partly because … it is doubtful
whether any formulaic technique would be at all successful. My two principal
tutors in the early 1960s were polar opposites; Christopher Hill never told us
anything himself, but just asked questions and remained silent until one of us
found an answer, while Maurice Keen did nearly all the talking himself, although
it was always related to the essay one of us had read to him. If I found them both
inspiring, it is difficult to know how far that was to do with their method, how far
to their incredible friendliness in a much wider setting around the college.14
The tutorial starts from the essay to direct interactions between teacher and
student.

The tutorial system is … flexible, starting from where the student is at, and
building on their strengths and interests. … The depth and specificity of the
exploration [of the topic] will exceed anything I could provide in a ‘generic
lecture’ on nationalism, even when I am drawing on concrete examples for
illustrations. … You very quickly know the strength and weaknesses of the
student and respond accordingly. … The need to defend positions taken in the
essays in open discussion often sharpens the students’ analytical and
presentational skills. Finally, the discussions make possible the introduction of
insights and observations by the teacher in a less formal way than is normally
required for lectures.15
If they are to justify these claims, tutorial discussions must be open-ended. Some tutors
and their students may find it helpful for the tutor to assign marks for tutorial work. Like
many other tutors, I never assign a mark to a tutorial essay on principle. The essay is the
starting point for a discussion; it is not submitted for assessment, whether continuous,
formative, or otherwise. Tutorials forego much of their purpose if they become primarily
a way to prepare students to examinations. But at the same time, they depend on a system
of ‘public examinations’, where examining is strictly separated from teaching.16
Tutorials offer teachers the opportunity to widen and to reflect on their own
knowledge. At Oxford, college tutorial fellows are expected to teach across several
subjects and, to the dissatisfaction of many tutors, not to align their undergraduate
teaching with their research interests. Broadening the range of teaching may offer new
and often surprising perspectives. So can tutorial essays and discussions with students: it
is not only students who have to reflect on their own arguments.
Theses are integral to many Oxford undergraduate degrees. As with post-graduate
research students, undergraduates require guidance and also interactions, as students and
teachers identify and puzzle over problems together. The undergraduate degrees in
Chemistry have long involved the writing of research thesis in a fourth year. Degrees in
many of the Mathematical and Physical Sciences now have a fourth year, which is
recognized by the status of M. Sc. theses have been optional or required of students in the
Humanities and the Social Sciences, typically on more specialized subjects of the
student’s own choice. It is here, of course, that students are most likely to be able to teach
their teachers.
Mine is, of course, an idealized account of the Form of the Tutorial. Tutorial
teaching can easily become formulaic. Some teachers are better then others in different
ways, or just better, and students are often the most qualified to judge. Tutors can
intimidate students and students can exclude their tutorial partners from discussion. For
their part, students are inclined to have a more instrumental view of tutorials than their
teachers; students, with their tutors, will use tutorials, like classes and lectures, as a way
of preparing for examinations.17 Students may find their work too difficult or lack
confidence in their abilities; — though the tutorial system means that they will not be
hidden at the back of a large class. Students may spend too much of time on nonacademic commitments, skimp on their preparation, or just drink too much beer. Students
are unwilling to be critical of their peers before their tutors.18 Students themselves tend to
favor the most demanding and challenging of tutors. Tutorial interactions are always
gendered though not always in the ways that might be anticipated. They are also shaped

by schooling, by class, by racial or by national origins and by differences of personality
and prior experience.
Most of us move too easily from discussion to instruction to make things clearer,
to cover the topics, and to prepare students for examinations. These are all legitimate and
even related requirements of tutorial teaching. They are also the purposes of classes and
lectures. But tutorials require more of students: to examine and reflect on the work they
have prepared, even before, and often the night before, they submit their work to their
tutors.
Tutorials for Scientists
Plato’s Socratic dialogues may all be very well for philosophers and even for social
scientists. But do tutorials serve any purpose other than instruction for mathematicians
and natural scientists?19
Physics is a hard science and is as much about acquiring skills as it is learning
facts and extrapolation. Like most scientific disciplines, Physics has the goldstandards of experiment and observation upon which many speculations and
theories are impaled and fall by the wayside. What is absolutely vital to our field
is the teaching of the skills required to understand this method and to unlearn a
great deal of natural conditioning that we are all born to.20
If Physics is a Hard Science, then Computing is Technical:
My approach to working with my students has been first to try to help them
master the big ideas, and then to take a more rounded and critical view of the
actual material of the curriculum. My approach is not simply to act as a
''persuader/ trainer'' for the theories and ideas of the curriculum but to convey a
sense of where the theories and ideas are located in the ''design space''
mathematical/ computational theories are not given by god, but designed by
theorists) and a sense of what can and cannot be accomplished when they are
used.
I take a positive … view of the role of the ''mistake'' in learning. Many scientists
are trained in school that mistakes are B A D, and for various psychological
reasons …they try to avoid getting into situations where their mistakes are
exposed. … I try to take them beyond this mentality, and I do it by making lots of
technical mistakes myself (not always deliberate!) and showing that what is
important is learning to recognise a dead end when they see one, and having the
stamina to explore other avenues, and the skill (and ''courage'') to recognise a
point at which an argument or proof or design went astray.21
The appropriateness of tutorial teaching of natural sciences is hardly surprising. Scientists
generally work collaboratively with one another (though not on an equal footing).
Innovative researches combine creative imagination and experimental practice with the
disciplines of logic and evidence. It could be as important to discover which experiments
won’t work as it is to advance careers by publishing the findings which do. Tutorial
teaching allows students to acquire necessary skills and opens students to finding out how
scientists work.
What tutorials are not

Tutorials do not replace lectures. When they turn into mini-lectures, they do for two
students what ought be done for twenty, fifty, or even a hundred. Lectures can serve
many purposes, separately or in combination. They may provide a broad outline for a
course. They can set out and explain basic principles, experimental findings, historical
accounts, or theoretical debates. The lecturer can develop his or her own lines of
argument, which will not be consistent with the views of other teachers. Lectures are
performances though an understated approach may be more effective in many respects
than a more flamboyant style. Lectures do not usually lend themselves to further
discussion.
Classes are no more large tutorials than tutorials are small classes. Each has its
own virtues. Teachers may use classes to instruct students in basic skills: logic classes for
philosophy, maths for economists, language classes for linguists … The mode of teaching
is typically to set and to solve problems. Classes can also offer students the chance to
present their work to other students, to co-operate in undertaking joint projects, or to take
a broader overview of the subject than is done in more specialized tutorials. Laboratory
demonstration and ‘lab work’ are integral to science degrees. In Oxford, classes and
laboratories have the particular virtue that they bring together students from different
colleges.
Research seminars provide opportunities to seek clarification and engage in
critical interrogation of papers and Oxford has an extensive calendar of research
seminars. Many are by established academics at the forefront of their fields or by younger
scholars or graduate students. Undergraduates tend to think that research seminars are too
specialized and, anyway, not for them; they get on with tutorial essays – or with many of
the more appealing aspects of student life. If they do attend, they tend not to raise
questions or make comments and are often marginalized by the culture of the seminars.
In the past, Oxford concentrated on teaching undergraduates and supervising
research students. Many research students were not provided with adequate preparation in
the methods and practical problems of carrying our research22 or required to demonstrate
the breadth of knowledge expected of doctoral students in the USA.23 Research
preparation is now more systematic and the progress of research students more closely
monitored. Research students always did and continue to work closely with their own
supervisors (not committees) and as part of research teams and to be examined by both
independent internal and external examiners.
The introduction of the RAM (Research Allocation Method) created fiscal
incentives for departments to expand numbers on existing degree courses and to create
one-year taught master’s courses (as well as Masters in Research to provide a foundation
for doctoral studies). Post-graduate masters’ courses are usually taught by lectures,
seminars and classes – with a few or even no tutorials. The paradoxical consequence of
the need to provide instruction to students in large classes is that students are over taught.
They have more hours of formal teaching, less opportunity of direct contact with their
tutors and, most importantly, far less time to read than their undergraduate
contemporaries. Whether this is a more efficient form of teaching depends on what you
think teaching is for.
Tutorials at Risk
Almost everybody in Oxford (and all official documents24), proclaims their commitment
to the ‘tutorial system. But there is also much impatience with it. It is ‘resource-

intensive’, that is: it takes up a lot of teachers’ time. Too many tutorials leave students
unable to give sufficient preparation and thought to their essays.25 The increasing
demand for graduate teaching puts further pressure on teaching resources, while the
expansion of graduate taught students reduces the proportion of tutorial teaching in the
university.
One solution is academics to reduce what have long been recognized as excessive
teaching loads and be able to give less time to tutorial teaching is for more teaching to be
done by graduate students and post-doctoral researchers. This may be to the benefit of
undergraduates. Younger researchers will be less experienced but may be more
enthusiastic than their senior colleagues. They will often be more familiar with recent
literature on their field as well as on the subjects of their own research. Graduates who
teach within the tutorial system are not graduate Teaching (or Academic26) Assistants.
They teach what we teach, rather than what we don’t teach.
Financial constraints on British universities and academics (and also on their
careers) to maximize their research outputs in forms which can be enumerated and
compared place strains upon the scope for tutorial teaching. Related to that is an
increasing emphasis on ‘the discipline’,27 which means that tutorial topics and reading are
likely to become more standardized and that tutorials limit the time available for research.
The fundamental risk to tutorials lies in the commercialization and corporatization
of academic culture, with its emphasis on measuring and rewarding ‘performance’ by
outputs. This formal rationalization28 of academic life is stated in the language of
‘modernisation’29 in accordance with the ‘direction of travel’30 towards a presumed end.
We follow modernity’s yellow brick road that will bring us to the Wizard of Oz.
Teaching and Learning — A Personal Perspective
I have derived many of my better ideas by trying to make sense of puzzles in working
with students, as tutor or as supervisor. If I am to make any claim to innovation, it has
come from following the guidance that I first gained from Johann Degenaar. What are the
assumptions with which authors and practitioners think and act; what conceptual and
explanatory baggage do they bring with the terminology and the methods they use?
My own research has not been philosophical but firmly empirical: first in the study of
politics in Nigeria, and later of Africa more generally. Research raised as many questions
as provided answers. This took me from the study of politics to policies, especially land,
agriculture, and rural development policies in Africa, their rare successes and their
ubiquitous failures. Why did national governments and international development
agencies, notably the World Bank, persist with policies, often of colonial origins, which
had repeatedly been proved to fail? Instrumental explanations, political and economic,
provide part of the answer, but not enough. It became clear to me that silly ideas produce
silly policies.31 But where do silly ideas come from? They are embedded in discourses of
Development, or in devspeak,32 which enable their practitioners to make sense of their
own policies. Such policy discourses become hegemonic, providing the taken-for-granted
assumptions that make policy goals appear to be self-evident and frame the recursive
fashions of academic analyses and policy prescriptions. Academics, for their part, adapt
their proposals to the prevailing language of funding agencies.

When I arrived in Oxford as a teacher of political theory and political sociology, I
encountered a debate about the ‘essential contestability’ of political concepts.33 I remain
committed to this controversial view. The argument is not that the meaning and
application of concepts or conceptions are contested. ‘Essentially contestable concepts’
are not embedded in any one ideological framework, nor can an ‘ineliminable’ core34 to
their meaning be identified. Such concepts are complex and admit of no ‘best’ version,
though arguments may be made for better examples than others. This way of thinking
about political concepts is a good point from which to start teaching political theory.
Essentially contestable concepts are open-ended, deriving their meanings from the ways
in which their elements are combined and the contexts in which they are used. Hence
their relevance for analyzing the politics of democratization in Latin America or
democratic politics in Africa.35
If we take essential contestability seriously, there can be no end to the argument; it is the
form, that of ‘permanent dialogue’ that matters.36 Such apparent relativism is not to
everybody’s philosophic taste; the claim for ‘essential contestability’ can itself be
contested and even essentially contestable.
Which takes us back to my own concern with Development. Development is an
ideological concept. What makes a problem, or a policy into a ‘development problem’ or
a ‘development policy’ is the Idea of Development.37 That is, indeed, a big Idea; what do
we mean by it, as empirical fact, as public policy or as an Idea-in-itself?
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